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QUESTION:  63 
A master catalog organization (ABC) authorizes its sub-catalog organization (XYZ) to 
manage an Item category “Gift Items” within its master catalog. When adding items to 
the “Gift Items” category, which statement is true?  
 
 
A. Items can be added to the “Gift Items” category by both the master catalog 
organization ABC and the sub-catalog organization XYZ. 
B. Items can be added to the “Gift Items” category only by the sub-catalog 
organization XYZ. 
C. Items can be added to the “Gift Items” category only by the master catalog 
organization ABC. 
D. Items can be added to the “Gift Items” category by the master catalog organization 
ABC and by any of the sub-catalog organizations that belong to the master catalog 
organization ABC. 
 
 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION:  64 
An implementation professional needs to manage in-store picking capacity to be 
considered for sourcing. What needs to be done? 
 
A. Create a resource pool in Applications Manager, then create resources with 
working calendars and proper shifts for the resource pool 
B. Create resources in IBM Sterling Business Center with working calendar and 
proper shifts 
C. Create a resource pool in IBM Sterling Business Center with proper capacity 
periods and capacities 
D. Create a resource pool in IBM Sterling Business Center, then create resources with 
working calendars and proper shifts for the resource pool 
 
 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION:  65 
An IBM Sterling Order Management (OMS) implementation receives delta inventory 
adjustments from an IBM Warehouse Management System (WMS) throughout the day 
to account for shipments leaving the warehouses. It also receives separate shipment 
confirmation messages from the WMS to confirm that shipments have left the 
warehouse. How can this be accomplished to ensure that the inventory picture in OMS 
remains accurate at all times? 
 



 
A. Ensure that the delta inventory adjustments are batched for performance 
consideration 
B. Ensure that the status inventory type is configured such that seller supplies are not 
updated for the Shipped status 
C. Ensure that the shipment pipeline has an extended status after the Shipped status to 
accommodate the quality control process of the shipment 
D. Configure the ON_SUCCESS event of the Confirm Shipment transaction to ensure 
that the corresponding inventory adjustment is sent 
 
 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION:  66 
A retailer has the following requirement: If the payment method is Credit Card, then 
the amount needs to be authorized before the order can be scheduled. A customer 
places a $200 order using a Credit Card. Which two of the following steps are valid? 
[Select 2] 
 
 
A. Manually change the payment status to AUTHORIZED 
B. Run the Payment Collection Agent 
C. Execute the managePaymentTerms API with the appropriate order and payment 
information in the input 
D. Execute the requestCollection, executeCollection and requestCollection APIs (in 
this sequence) for the order 
E. Execute the processOrderPayments API for the order  
 
 
Answer: D, E 
 
 
QUESTION:  67 
A customer places an order with one order line each for the Items 10004 & 10005. The 
order total is $500 and provides a Gift Card as the payment tender. Which user exit 
should be implemented to retrieve the dollar value of the gift card to validate that there 
are sufficient funds for each of the order lines? 
 
 
A. YFSCollectionCustomerAccountUE 
B. YFSCollectionCreditCardUE 
C. YFSCollectionStoredValueCardUE 
D. YFSGetFundsAvailableUE 
 

 



Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION:  68 
In which scenario does IBM Sterling Sensitive Data Capture Server (SSDCS) NOT 
provide validation algorithm/logic, and therefore a user exit must be implemented? 
 
 
A. Credit card validation 
B. Debit card validation 
C. Stored value card validation 
D. Session validation 
 
 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION:  69 
Which indexing solution is supported by IBM Sterling Order Management? 
 
 
A. SmartSearch (IBM) 
B. ElasticSearch (Open Source solution built on Apache2) 
C. IndexNow (Oracle) 
D. MultiShard Search (Open Source solution built on Eclipse) 
 
 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION:  70 
A sales order is not being purged by the purge agent. What is the MOST likely cause 
of this issue? 
 
 
A. An "OPEN" return order exists against the sales order. 
B. The entire order is in "CANCELED" status and its payment status is "Not 
Applicable or N/A". 
C. Some of the lines on the order are in "SHIPPED" status and others are in 
"CANCELED" status. 
D. A shipment exists in "SHIPPED" status against the order; the shipment is not yet 
purged. 
 
 
Answer: A 
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